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This paper presents representation-theoretic applications of the theory of 
operator-valued Bessel functions, which was developed in the first paper of this 
series. Using the reduced Bessel function K, we study the harmonic representation 
and holomorphic discrete series for the group U(p, q) of biholomorphic 
automorphisms of the Siegel domains of type II. c 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The harmonic representation of certain groups G arose in physics and 
number theory, and was studied by D. Shale [18], I. E. Segal [17], and 
A. Weil [ 193. Later, K. I. Gross and R. A. Kunze [8] developed a theory of 
operator-valued Bessel functions and applied this theory to the study of the 
harmonic representation and holomorphic discrete series for the groups 
Sp(n; R), U(n, n), and 0,(4n) of the biholomorphic automorphisms of the 
Siegel upper half-planes [9]. The Hermitian symmetric spaces for these 
groups are all of tube type. However, Hermitian symmetric spaces in 
general have realizations as domains more general than tube domains, 
called Siegel domains of type II. In [3], we developed the theory of 
operator-valued Bessel functions on Siegel domains of type II, and we now 
apply that theory to study the harmonic representation and holomorphic 
discrete series for the groups U(p, q), p > q. In brief, we employ our theory 
of operator-valued Bessel functions together with new invariant theoretic 
results to relate the decomposition of tensor products of the harmonic 
representation of U(p, q) to non-standard realizations of the holomorphic 
discrete series for U(p, q). Applications to the representation theory of the 
groups 0,(2n) for n odd will be studied in the next paper [S]. 
We outline some of the results in this paper in a little more detail. 
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In [3] we introduced the Schrodinger-Fock space @J(+Y x a), where 
g=pxk, s==@rxk, and p = q+ r. Let ka 2p. For each irreducible 
holomorphic linite-dimensional representation rz of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C), 
we algebraically induce an irreducible finite-dimensional unitary represen- 
tation 1 of U(k). Let 9* and VA be the representation spaces of rr and 1, 
respectively, and denote by PA the space of linear transformations of VA 
and by ZA,, the space of linear transformations from VA to ZZ. Under the 
Peter-Weyl transform, we decompose E$j(@Y x 9) as 
where the summation is over only those A with signature of the form (2.23) 
below. %Ji(9 x 92”; 9”) is called the A.-covariant Schriidinger-Fock space. 
The restriction of the partial Fourier transform to G,Si(9Y x S; .9’J is the 
Hankel transform YA, defined by an operator-valued Bessel function JA. Let 
A be the block lower triangular subgroup of GL(p; C) (see [3, (6.20)]; or 
(2.15) below). In [3] we applied finite-dimensional induction and invariant 
theoretic results to reduce Wjl(%Y x 9; ZA) to a reduced Schriidinger-Fock 
space 6$j,(A; YA,.), defined as the completion relative to a certain norm of 
an explicit set of functions (the explicit form of which is described in (2.25) 
below). This gives a concrete characterization of Wj,(A; YA,s). This same 
process allows us to reduce J, to K,, a so-called reduced Bessel function. 
Theorem 7.4 in [3] provides a realization of K, as an inverse Laplace 
transform over the Siegal domain 
D= (w,U)E@yx~x@r’q:ImW>~ 
i I 
(1.2) 
of type II. 
In this paper, we employ representation-theoretic results to give a new 
and more natural definition of the Schriidinger-Fock space @“$,(A; Y).,,) 
as the set of all YA,.-valued measurable functions, which are rr-covariant, 
holomorphic in certain of the variables, and are square-integrable on A 
with respect to a measure that is Gaussian in the same variables (cf. 
Section 5.1 and Theorem 7.6). 
The classical Lie group G = U(p, q) consists of all (p + q) x (p + q) 
matrices leaving invariant a Hermitian form of signature (p, q). Let K be 
its maximal compact subgroup. Then the Hermitian symmetric space G/K 
can be realized as the domain D given by (1.2). For each irreducible 
holomorphic finite-dimensional representation n of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C), 
let 2(Xx) consist of all holomorphic functions F from D to Xn such that 
IIFII’=i tr{F(x+iy,~)*n([?~ ‘;*],2y-o*v)F(x+iy,u)l 
D 
x det(2y - u*u)-P--I dx dy du c co. (1.3) 
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Whenever 2(#n) is nonzero there exists a unitary representation T( ., Z) of 
G on ‘X(X*), which is irreducible and square-integrable. These representa- 
tions form the holomorphic discrete series. 
Let k be fixed, k 2 2p, and let L, denote the harmonic representation of 
G on @j(+Y x 3”). Under the decomposition (l.l), Lk is decomposed as 
L,= 0 L,,,, (1.4) 
where L, j, acts on GsA(C!Y x 2; 9’). For a special element CJ of G, L,(a) 
is essentially the partial Fourier transform S on 6s(?Y x d), and so 
L,,,(n) is the Hankel transform YA on @jr(g x ZY; 55’J. 
In this paper, using the operator-valued gamma function for the Siegel 
domain D of type II we introduce a new inner product on @‘J,(A; Z’,,,) 
and call the resulting Hilbert space 68,. We then introduce a variant of 
the Laplace transform Y to obtain a unitary equivalence of 65, with a 
Hilbert space 2 of holomorphic YA,,-valued functions on D. Let 
d,=dimK, ~k(g,,g,)=(detg2)k for (g,,g,)EGL(p;C)xGL(q;@), and 
nCk) = x06,. Then 2 is a direct sum of di, copies of the analogous space 
2 *, of holomorphic XX-valued functions on D. Since the representation 
r( ., 11~~)) of G on %(A?,+) is irreducible, ZXn coincides with i2(~&) and 
we can characterize 2 as the space of all ZA,.-valued holomorphic func- 
tions F on D satisfying (1.3). This is the Paley-Wiener theorem for the 
space 2; or equivalently, for ZXX. If we denote by Rk,= the representation 
on @jr corresponding to L,,l, then the unitary operator Y intertwines 
R k. n with a d,-multiple T(n@ 6,) of the representation r( ., nCk)) in the 
holomorphic discrete series for G. 
The operator-valued Bessel functions introduced and studied in [3] are 
central to the results of the paper. In fact, two seemingly different types of 
Bessel functions, J, and K, , are equivalent and relate the equivalent 
representations Lk, j. and Rk, k, thereby making the connection between 
holomorphic discrete series and irreducible constituents of the harmonic 
representation. In the realization Rk,=, the square integrability of the 
holomorphic discrete series is implied by the square integrability of the 
Bessel function K,. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, we review the theory of operator-valued Bessel functions on 
Schrodinger-Fock spaces and Siegel domains of type II developed in [3]. 
The critical result that relates Bessel functions to holomorphic discrete 
series is the integral formula (2.34). In Section 3, we apply Weyl’s classical 
branching theorem to the generalized gamma function for the Siegel 
domain D of type II. Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 encompass the convergence 
properties of the gamma function. In Section 4, we introduce our version of 
the Laplace transform for the Siegel domain of type II and prove some 
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convergence results. We also prove the square integrability of the Bessel 
function K, (Theorem 4.9). In Section 5, we construct the unitary equivalent 
Hilbert spaces 63, and 2 and characterize 2 as a reproducing kernel 
space. Section 6 concerns the representation theory of G. In particular, we 
construct the representations Rk,R on Sg, and T (n @ 6,) on 2, and prove 
their equivalence. We also give a representation-theoretic proof of the 
Paley-Wiener Theorem. In Section 7, we prove the square-integrability of 
the representation R,,, as a consequence of the square-integrability of the 
Bessel function K,, and thereby show that the representation Rk,, realizes 
finite multiples of a portion of the holomorphic discrete series for G. We 
also give a new, and simpler, characterization of the reduced Schrbdinger- 
Fock space (Theorem 7.6). We make the connection between the harmonic 
representation and the holomorphic discrete series. 
We note here that the harmonic representation of U(p, q) has been 
studied previously. In the elegant work [ 131 of M. Kashiwara and 
M. Vergne, they approached the decomposition of the harmonic represen- 
tation and holomorphic discrete series of I!.@, q) in a quite different way, 
using pluriharmonic polynomials rather than Bessel functions. In [3, 
Theorem 5.53, we described the connection between our Bessel functions 
and their pluriharmonic polynomials. The relationship between these two 
different viewpoints had not been previously understood, even in the tube 
domain case. We should mention also the work of Davidson [2], which 
approached the reduction of the harmonic representation by other means, 
using the bounded version of the Hermitian symmetric space of V(p, q) 
rather than the Siegel domain of type II. 
This paper, together with [3, 61, were completed while I held a visiting 
position at the University of Vermont. I thank Professor Kenneth Gross 
for his useful suggestions, and all of my colleagues in the Department of 
Mathematics and Statistics for their kindness. 
2. OPERATOR-VALUED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we briefly review some results from [3] concerning the 
operator-valued Bessel functions on Schriidinger-Fock matrix spaces and 
Siegel domains D of type II. We refer to that paper for detailed proofs. 
Let CY=Cqxk,%=Crxk, and p = q + t-. In this paper, as in [3], we sup- 
pose k 2 2p. Let U = U(k) and 8 denote a fixed set of representations 1 for 
the equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of U. Let VA 
be the space of 1, dL = deg I, and gA the space of linear transformations on 
VA. Throughout, we use the inner product 
(A, B) = tr(B*A) 
for spaces of finite-dimensional linear transformations. 
(2.1) 
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2.1. The Schrtidinger-Fock Spaces on Y x 2”. Denote by Gs(Y x 2) 
the mixed Schriidinger-Fock space on Y x .Z’ consisting of all complex- 
valued measurable functions 4 on Y x ZZ such that 4 is holomorphic in z 
for fixed y and 4 is square-integrable with respect to the measure 
e -trZZ* dy dz. For IE 8, let G,5,(Y x Z’; TA) denote the space of all 
yA-valued measurable functions 4 on Y x 3 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) c$( y, z) is holomorphic in z for fixed y, 
(b) #(yu,zu)=A(u)-‘d(y,z)forallu~U, (y,z)~YxZ, 
Cc) jgxy II~(y,z)11*e~“~“*dydz~~. 
(2.2) 
63,(Y x 2”; yA) is called a I-covariant Schrodinger-Fock space. It is a 
Hilbert space with the inner product 
Gl+>=j~x~ (&Y, z), NY, 2)) eetrZz* 4 dz. 
Under the Peter-Weyl transform, we decompose Gg(Y x 5?‘) as 
(2.3) 
G~(%X~)~ @ G~~(%xx;-rz?,), (2.4) 
A.E.!TO 
where 0, consists of those I in 0 such that Gj’j,(Y x Z?‘; yA.) # 0, or 
equivalently those Iz for which the signature is given by (2.23) below. 
2.2. The Bessel Functions Jj, and the Associated Hankel Transform 9;. 
Let A E 8 and (y, z), (y’, z’) E Y x 2”. Define 
J,(y,z;y’,z’)=J”e 2i Re tr( v’*vu) e tr(;‘* zu) qu) du. (2.5) 
The function J1 : .!% x I + L&, where X = Y x 3, is called the operator- 
valued Bessel function of order il for the space .% = Y x Z? and the action of 
the group U. Here du is a normalized Haar measure on U. The Bessel or 
Hankel transform 9; is a unitary map defined on ~;5j.(Y x S; ~j.) by the 
formula 
(X,&)(y, z)=nepk j9x, J,(y, z;y’, z’) qS(y’, z’) e-‘rZ’Z’* dy’dz’ (2.6) 
for all (y, z) E 9 x 5. 
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2.3. The Partial Fourier Transform. Let % : Q H 6 be the partial Fourier 
transform on G@Y x 55“) defined by the formula 
(a( y, z) = npqk jg e2i Re ‘ryy’* b( y’, z) dy’. (2.7) 
Under the decomposition (2.4), we have 
2.4. Polar Coordinates for Rectangular Matrices. By the mapping 
we identify X = Y x 5 with the space CP x k of all p x k complex matrices. 
Let B denote the subgroup of GL(p; C) consisting of all lower triangular 
matrices with positive diagonal entries, and let 
Ep = Cl,, 01 (2.9) 
denote the fixed element in Cp x k. Then every regular element [ ;] of % can 
be decomposed into 
= bE,u, 
where b E B and u E U. Write b as 
b=b(b,,b2,6)= “s [ 1 b” , 2 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
where b, is in the lower triangular subgroup B, of GL(q; C) having positive 
diagonal entries, b, is in the analogous lower triangular subgroup B, of 
GL(r; C), and 6~@‘“~. Note that by (2.10) 
y=b,E,u. (2.12) 
We refer to (2.10) and (2.12) as polar coordinates on X and Y, respec- 
tively. The decomposition of Lebesgue measure dx on 55” corresponding to 
(2.10) is 
dx = dy dz = B(det b)2k d,b du, (2.13) 
where 
d,b=2*(P+1)12(det b)-2Pb::P-“+1...b~_,,p-,bbp,pdb, (2.14) 
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b i,, . . . . b,,, are diagonal entries of b, db is Lebesgue measure on B (in the 
obvious Euclidean coordinates), and /I is a positive constant. 
Let A denote the block lower triangular subgroup of GL(p; C) consisting 
of all matrices 
a= a1 0 [ 1 Y a2 (2.15) 
with a, eGL(q; C), u,EGL(~; C), and ~E.C:‘~“. It follows that B is a 
subgroup of A, and every element a E A has a unique decomposition 
a = bT, (2.16) 
where bEB and z= [,’ Fz ] E U(q) x U(r). If da denotes Lebesgue measure 
on A, then 
(2.17) 
is left Haar measure on A. If dz, and dz2 are normalized Haar measures on 
U(q) and U(r), respectively, then there exists a positive constant b’ such 
that 
d,a=b’d,bdz,dT,. (2.18) 
We also have the decomposition a, = b, z 1 for elements a, in the group 
GL(q; C) and 
da, =P”(det b,)24d*b,dz1 (2.19) 
for some positive constant fl”. 
2.5. The Reduced Bessel Functions K,. We write a k x k matrix as 
u = (Us), 1~ i, j < 5, relative to the q x r x (k - 2~) x q x r block decomposi- 
tion 
4 -u11 u12 u13 u14 u15 
r u21 u22 u23 u24 u25 
k - 2p u31 u32 u33 u34 u35 
4 u41 u42 u43 u44 u45 
r -us1 u52 u53 u54 u55 
4 r k-2p q r 
(2.20) 
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For each irreducible finite-dimensional polynomial representation 
n = n, x z2 of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C), the reduced Bessel function K, from 
A x A to the space PZ of linear transformations of #= is defined by 
for all al 0 [ 1 E A, a’ = 4 0 a= [ 1 E A. Y a2 Y’ 4 
The two kinds of Bessel functions, JA and K,, are related through 
Theorem 7.2 of [3]. The relationship can be summarized as follows. Let 71 
be an irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation of 
GL(p; C) x GL(q; C) with signature 
(m 1, . . . . mi, 0, . . . . 0; n, , . . . . nj, 0, . . . . 0), (2.22) 
where m, > ... am,>O, n, > ... >nj>O and 1 <i<p, 1 <j<q. Let 1 be 
the corresponding unitary representation of U(k) with signature 
(n 1, . . . . nj, 0, . . . . 0, -mi, . . . . -mi). (2.23) 
Then there exists a subspace W0 of VA and a vector space isomorphism T, 
from W0 onto XZ such that 
for all a, a’ E A. 
T,,J,(a, a’) T,-‘= Kz(a, a’) (2.24) 
2.6. The Reduced Schriidinger-Fock Spaces. Let 71, 1, and T,, be defined 
as in Section 2.5. Let YA,, be the space of linear transformations from VA 
to XZ and Q a fixed linear transformation of HZ into WO. Consider the set 
of all ZA.,-valued functionsf on A defined by 
f(a)=e-""I"i Idet~lk(~~(~')~~2(~:))Cgi(~,,y)li, (2.25) 
where each li E YA, *, and gi is a complex polynomial in ala: and ya:. Let 
G,5,(A, P,,,,, Q) denote the completion of this set under the norm 
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where y and a* are the variables that appear in a = [!j a91 E A. Then 
Gg,(A, YA,., Q) is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(fig) =JA tr(g(a)* Q*Qf(a)) e-“‘“*+“2”~‘d,a (2.27) 
for 5 gc Gg,(A, L&, Q). The mapping f H (T,,T,*)-‘f is unitary from 
W,(A, %,., T,-‘1 to @3,(4 %,., 7’2). Because there exists a unitary 
operator Y from G~;~(~x~, ZA) onto Gs,(A, L&, T;‘) (cf. [3, 
Theorem 6.5]), we call Gg,(A, TA,n, T,j+ ) the reduced Schriidinger-Fock 
space. 
2.7. The Reduced Hankel Transform X,. Whenever (det a)” f (a) is 
integrable over A, we define the reduced Hankel transform -X, by the 
formula 
(xbf)(a)=~n-pk~~K,(a,a’)/detadeta’(*f(a’)e-tr(~‘~‘*+~~“;.)d,a’ 
(2.28) 
for a = [“I 7 z21 E A, where y’ and a; are the variables that appear in 
a’ = 4 0 1 1 Y’ .4 
X* extends uniquely to a unitary operator on (58, (A, .Z*,,, T;‘). By 
[3, Theorem 7.21, we have 
-x, = !P‘& Y-1. 
That is, ~j. is equivelent to Xz. 
It follows from (2.5) that 
(2.29) 
J>~ (Yv zi Y’, z’)* = Jj.( -y'y 2'; y, Z) = J,( ,V’, Z’; -JJ, Z), 
and by (2.24) 
for all 
aI 0 
a= [ 1 E‘4 a’ 4 0 = 
Y a2 
i 
f 4 
1 EA. 
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By (2.30) the operator on Gg,(A, 6p,A, T,*) corresponding to X, is 
x 1 det a &t a’ Ikf(a’) ewtr(fr’* +44’) d,a’. (2.31) 
Late, it will be convenient to work with the inverse of the partial Fourier 
transform, which relates to the inverse 2;’ of 2z. As an integral 
operator, 2;’ is given by 
K,(u’, a)* (det Q det a’lkf(u’) e-tr(‘i’y’*+rr@T) d*u’ (2.32) 
forfc Wf,M =%,=, To*) such that (det u)~~(u) is integrable over A. 
2.8. A Lupluce Transform Formula. Let the domain D be a Siegel 
domain of type II defined by 
(2.33) 
where Im w=(w-w*)/2 for WE@~~~. From (2.21) we have 
for a=[; ,9]EA,b=[: ,“,]EB, h w ere groups A, B are defined in 
Section 2.4. Changing variables (6, b,) H (id, ib,) and (y, uz) H (iy, iu,) 
in [3, (7.10)], we have 
x e -M66* + b2bT) (det b)2k d, b 
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Applying the adjoint, making the changes of variables w H - w*, u H -u 
in D, and passing to the integral over A by (2.18), we obtain 
s e itrU;U;*WetrOiy'*U A (x1 ([;, i(J)@wd) 
Formula (2.34) gives a realization of K,(a, a’) as an inverse Laplace trans- 
form of a function on the Siegel domain D of type II. This formula is 
important to the results of this paper. 
3. THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR SIEGEL DOMAIN D OF TYPE II 
In this section we study the operator-valued gamma function on the 
Siegal domain D of type II. Let K = nI x 7c2 denote an irreducible finite 
dimensional polynomial representation of GL (p; C) x GL(q; C) with 
signature (2.22), and let XX = XX, 8 XZ2 be the representation space of n. 
Let mp=O if i<p and nq=O ifj<q. We set 
w(x)=m,+n,. (3.1) 
In the following, we use 1 to denote the corresponding identity matrix in 
the block form of matrices. 
3.1. THE BRANCHING THEOREM (cf. [l]). rf (m) = (m,, . . . . m,,) where 
m, amm,> ... > mP is the signature of an irreducible representation n(,, of 
GL(p; C), then its restriction to GL(p - 1; C) decomposes and its decomposi- 
tion contains all representations K(,,) exactly once. The signature (ml)= 
(4, . . . . rnb-,) where rn’,arn>> .‘. am;-, satisfies 
m,>m;>m,>m;> ... am;-,>m,. 
3.2. The Gamma Function. Let o! E @, (w, u) E D. Set 
(3.2) 
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Whenever the integral (3.2) converges absolutely we call the mapping 
(w, u; tc, R) H T(w, o; a, R) the (generalized) gamma function for the domain 
D. As a special case, when LX= 0 we write 
r( w, u; n) = q w, u; 0, a). (3.3) 
Furthermore, when w = i/2, u = 0 we set 
r(u.,n)=r(;.O;a,n). (3.4) 
3.3. THEOREM. The integral (3.2) converges absolutely if and only if 
W(rc)>P+q-Rea-1. (3.5) 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume a is real. By (2.1) 
By the consideration of eigenvalues 
/IT ([y; y]‘[y; ~])C+~2(af%lj~ 
where d, is the dimension of Xz. Thus it suffices to consider the 
convergence of 
xle 2itrat~jwe2tratY*ue-trYY*) . (deta,12”-2(P+(I)da,dy. (3.6) 
By (2.33), Im w - u*u/2 is a positive definite q x q matrix, which we denote 
by t. Then (3.6) is equal to 
s GL(q;C)xC’xq //Xl ([Y; YJb-@~,12 
Xe-2tr~iru,e-tr(y-uva,)(y-uvrr,)* ldet al 12a-2(p+qJ da,&, (3.7) 
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We first assume that (3.5) is valid. By [9, Sect. 33, X, (a)(det a)-““’ and 
n2(a,)(det a,))+ define polynomial representations of GL(p; C) and 
GL(q; C), respectively. Thus the integral (3.8) is equal to 
,det a, I2dd+2~-2(P+4) da,+, 
where P is a polynomial of a, and y. Since t is positive definite, there exists 
a positive constant c such that t-cl, is nonnegative. By (3.5) 
s 
p(a,, y),-2CtroiU,,-tr7Y* ]deta,)2”‘“)+2r-2(P+4)d,,dy 
GL(~;C)XC’~Y 
is convergent, so is (3.8). 
Conversely, if (3.7) is convergent, then so is the integral 
xe-2tIUi’Ute-2tI”Ut”iU* 
IdeW 
21 -&7+4) da, e-2WY’dy (3.9) 
I 
for j-c%*, since (Y-ua,)(y-ua,)*~2(yy*+ua,a:u*). Apply the 
Branching Theorem recursively to achieve the decomposition of 71, 
restricted to GL(q; C). The crucial observation is that ml 2 mp whenever 
(4 , . . . . rnb) occurs in the decomposition, and that ml = mp always occurs 
in the decomposition. 
Let qq be an irreducible representation of GL(q; QX) with signature 
(4, . . . . rnb) occurring in the decomposition of rrl and ml = mp. Let ,f be a 
unit highest weight vector of rcl,q x z2. Then 
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where a, =b,z, is the Iwasawa decomposition of GL(q; C). By (2.19) and 
the Fubini Theorem, the integral 
x 1 det bl ) 2a-2* d,b, (3.10) 
is convergent. By [9, Theorem 3.61, rnb + n4 > p + q - a - 1. Since ml = mpr 
(3.5) is proved. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let 7c = a, x z2 and a a real number such that 
o(n)>p+q-a- 1. 
Then r(a, 71) is a positive definite linear transformation on Xz. Moreover 
(x~([: ~])~~2(7~))T(a,n)=f(a,n)(n,([~ 3)@~2(71)) 
(3.11) 
for all ~~ E U(q) and z2 E U(r). 
ProofI Formula (3.11) follows from the transformation a, I+ a, z, , 
Y-72*?71. That I’(a, n) is positive is immediate from (3.2). 
Similar to Theorem 3.3, we have 
3.5. THEOREM. Let a E @ and ncl be an irreducible finite dimensional 
representation of GL(p; C) with signature 
(m 1, . . . . mi, 0, . . . . O), (3.12) 
where m, > . . . mi, and 1~ i 6 p. Then the integral 
or 
converges if and only if 
m,>p-Rea- 1. 
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Moreover, 
1 0 
Xl CL I) 0 z; r(a,7t,)=r(a,n,)711 CL I) ; 4 (3.14) 2 
for all z2 E U(r). 
3.6. Remark. We conclude this section with notations that will be used 
below. We set 
f,=(f(a,~,)*OZ2)f(a,n)(f(a,n,)OZ2) (3.15) 
and 
f:=(f(cc,x,)*Oz,)f(p+a,Ir)(f(ax,n,)Oz,), (3.16) 
where f(cr, n) and f(a, n,) are given by (3.4) and (3.13), and I, is the 
identity map on &. 
4. THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM FOR THE SIEGEL DOMAIN OF TYPE II 
In this section, we study a Laplace transform formula and examine the 
square-integrability of K, with respect to various measures. 
4.1. Fock Space. Let Y be a finite-dimensional complex inner product 
space and $j(.ZZ’) the set of all holomorphic functions 4 on 9’ such that 
11#112= jF (QJ(z)12e-<z~z)dz<a, (4.1) 
where ( ., . ) denotes the inner product on %” and dz is Lebesgue measure 
on 9’ normalized such that 
s e-<‘,‘) dz= 1. (4.2) s 
Relative to the inner product 
g(S) is a Hilbert space having a reproducing kernel e(‘,“‘>; that is, 
(4.3) 
<‘.“+j(,,,) e-<%w> &. (4.4) 
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With this Hilbert space structure, S(9) is called the Fock space on 9. For 
w E 3 set 
(p(w) d)(z) = ecr’ w)e-(‘/2)L1 “ 12~(z - w). (4.5) 
By means of the reproducing kernel the following theorem can be proved 
PI. 
4.2. THEOREM. For 41, d2, til, $2~ S(a) 
s 
(P(w)~,lIc/*)(P(w)~21~2)~w=(~~1~2)(1cII1~2). (4.6) d 
As a special case of this theorem, we have 
I Ibww)12~w= 11~112 II+II’. L?- (4.7) 
In this paper, we also need a variant of (4.7), that applies to matrix-valued 
functions each entry of which is a function in z. We let p act on each entry 
by (4.5). Then by (4.1) and a direct calculation we obtain the following 
result. 
4.3. THEOREM. Letd=(#ti), l<i<l, l<j<m,and$=(II/,,), l<,u<Z, 
1~ v <n, be matrix-valued functions, where each qSV or till” is a function in 
g(Z). Then 
j III II 
2 
(p(w) d)(z)* $(z) e-“‘1’2 dz dw 
9 zr 
= tr jZ t&w)* ( jS 4(z) b(z)* e-fl’1’2 dz) ti(w) e-ilwi12 dw. (4.8) 
4.4. The Positive Cone in CqXq. Let 52 be the positive cone in Cq xq 
consisting of all positive definite matrices in Cq x q, and r:‘* be the square 
root of rl in Sz. By the mapping 
we identify Q x Crxq with a subset of A. 
We now study the Laplace transform for the Siegel domain D of type II 
given by (2.33). 
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4.5. THEOREM. Let z = rcl x 7~ be an irreducible finite-dimensional 
polynomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C), c1 any real number such 
that o(z) z=-p + q - c( - 1, Y any finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, 
9 = Y(V, Xz) the space of linear transformations from Y to Sz. Suppose 
that ~5:sZx@‘“~ + 58 is a measurable function such that it is holomorphic in 
y and the integral 
@(W, “)=71-(‘i2)(q2+rq)BN(1/2) 
s 
e itrrlwetrr, , 
hZ.,* c e-tryp* 
RXC’X9 
is absolutely convergent for all (w, v) E D. Then @ is holomorphic on D and 
x (det r,)pl+q e-tryy* dr,dy. (4.10). 
Proof That @ is holomorphic on D follows from the theory of the 
Laplace transform. By (4.9) and the Plancherel theorem for functions on 
the vector group H(q) of all q x q Hermitian matrices we have 
j,,,, II(q?i: 3) ~n2((2t)1-‘))C(x+i(t+~),v)1/2dx 
e itrr,.~e-tr*,re~(l/2)trr,a*cetrrf!~p~L. e ~ tr’/y* 
( ([ 
(2t) , wr1/2 0 
x Zl i(y - vrii2) 1 I) @n2((2t)“2 r:” ))d([r:;’ ~])dr,dy~~‘dx 
=24211-w/y 
J 1l.i 
e -trr,re-(1/2)trr,“*uetrr~.2y’” e - tryy* 
R c’xq 
( ([ 
WI 1 wr1/2 0 
x Zl i(y - vr:‘“) 1 @z2((2t)‘-2rjl’))#([rT ~])d~~~2drI. 
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By (2.33) we write W=X+ iy=x+ i(t+u*u/2) with t a positive q x q 
matrix. It follows that 
J i tr @(x + iy, v)* D (Zl([ z i”l’]) @K2((2y-u*u)“2) @(x+iy, u) > 1 
x (det(2y - u*u))-P--Y+a dx u” do 
= J H(q)xRxCrxq Ilk1 ([‘“Y ;I> @n2((2tP’))m(x+i(t+~),u)/12 
x (det(2t))-P-q+” dx dt dv 
= 24zn -rqpft 
J 
e-2”“‘(det(2t))-P-Y+” 
f2XC’XlXR 
X $s ,-(1/2,tr,,“*,,tr,:‘2,*“,- tryy* C’XI 
x =1 
( ([ 
l/Z l/2 
(2t) rl 
0 
i(y - ur:“) 1 I) @n2((2t)‘/2r:12 9 
x#([~: ~])d~l~2dtdudr,. 
Since JC,X4 e -“Yi2dy =C, we see that n-‘qdy is a normalized Lebesgue 
measure on Crxq satisfying (4.2). By Theorem 4.3 with the measure dz 
replaced by K -‘q& we have 
j { 
tr @(x + iy, u)* 
D @I([ z “r’]) 8 n2((2tp2) @(x+ iy, u) ) ] 
x (det(2y- u*u))-p-q+’ dx dy du 
@7r2(2r:‘2tr:/2) e-2tr’~‘e-trr~“*v(def(2t))--p-~+~dtdu 
> > 
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x([‘1 ;])}e@‘*dr,dy. (4.11) 
By the variable changes a, H a, r; ‘I2 and u H ur; 1’2 
xe -trrlaf”(det u,)~(~~-~+~) du,du = T(cr, n)(det rI)-z+y, 
which is well defined since o(x) > p + q - c1- 1. Hence, (4.10) follows 
immediately from (4.11) and the proof of Theorem 4.5 is complete. 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let n = 7c1 x x2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional 
polynomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C), ~1, a’ any real numbers 
such that W(X) >p + q - a - 1, mP >p - a’ - 1, Y any finite-dimensional 
complex Hilbert space, 9’ = Y(Y, XX) the space of linear transformations 
from Y to 3Tz. Suppose that 4: A + 9 is a measurable function such that it 
is holomorphic in the variables y and a2, it satisfies 
for tl x z2 E U(q) x U(r), [T tz] E A and the integral 
qw, v) = ~-f’lm*+r~) fl”-(l/2) J eitrUloiW etrUl”9*U e-tryy* e-tr17*c7i 
A 
x ldet a212”‘-2P 
(4.13) 
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is absolutely convergent for all (w, v) E D. Then @ is holomorphic on D and 
J i tr @(x + iy, v)* D (I’([ zv il;ll)c4n,(2Y--u*4 
x@(x+iy,v) det(2y-v*v)-P-4+“dxdydv 
I 
= s ma’, nl)*O~*) U% ~n)ma’, Kl)O&) GL(q;C) x C”q 
(4.14) 
(Note that we do not assert the finiteness of the two integals in (4.14); 
however, if one integral is infinite then so is the other. The same is true for 
(4.10).) 
ProoJ: Since C$ is holomorphic in a, and satisfies (4.12), it also satisfies 
!q[; J)=(?([; :2]‘)Qz2)4([; ;I) (4.15) 
for [“I y iz] E A. Once we recall the definition (3.13), this proof is the same 
as the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
To prove the square-integrability of the Bessel functions we need two 
lemmas. 
4.7. LEMMA. For (w, v) E D, denote x = Re w and y = Im w. Then 
[r ;I-‘.[ s i;].[; ;I*-‘=[““‘;-+;” i(vw;l)*]a (4.16) 
Proof By direct computations 
[; ylyv iJ.[; ;I*-’ 
[ 
2w-‘yw*-’ -2w-'yw*-'o*+iw-'v* = 
-2vw-1yw*-'-ivw*-1 ~~~~ly~*~'~+~~~*~'~*-j~~-l~*+ 1  ' 
2w-‘yw*-’ = 2Im( - w-l), 
-2w-'yw*-'v*+iw-'v*=iw-'(2~y+x-~y)w*-'v*=~w*-'~*, 
-2vw-'yw*-' - ivw*-’ = - ivw-’ 
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and 
2vw - lyw *-Iv* + ivw*-‘o* - ivw-‘v* + 1 = 1. 
Equation (4.16) follows immediately from the above equalities. 
4.8. LEMMA. Suppose c1 E @ and 
Re(cr)>r+q-1, (4.17) 
then the integral 
ICal = .r,..q det(Z,+x*x)-“dx (4.18) 
is convergent, where Z, denotes the q x q identity matrix. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose c( is real. For the case of 
q d r, if x is a regular element in Crx y, then x*x = r, for some r, E f2, where 
8 is the positive cone of Cq xq. By the measure decomposition [S, 
Proposition 5.63, consideration of eigenvalues, and [7, ( 1.12)] 
Z(a)=cj det(l+r,)-“(detr,)‘-qdr, 
R 
<c i det( 1 + r,)-‘f’--q dr, R 
cI2 =c s s . . . m ((l+tI)~~~(l+tq))-Z+‘-Y n Itj-tj1*dtl...dt4 0 0 i-cj 
for some positive constant c. Thus Z(a) converges if (4.17) is valid, and the 
lemma is complete when q < r. 
We now reduce the case q > r to the previous case q < r. By considering 
the eigenvalues, we have 
det(Z, + x*x) = det(Z, + xx*). 
Substituting x for x* leads to the first case and the lemma is proved. 
We are now ready to describe the square-integrability properties of the 
Bessel functions. To simplify the discussion we study only the case 
a = k + p, a’ = k although more general results are also valid. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let 71 = 71, x n, be an irreducible finite-dimensional poly- 
nomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C). Then rb, given by (3.16) is 
well defined and 
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f 
x 1 &.t a; 12k-2p--Zq e-lr~‘Y’* e-W~* da; dy’ dy 
=C fHcq) det(x’ + 1)-p. 1 det( 1 + u*u)-“p+y du 
cry4 
.J e-2trt e-tryy’ RXC”9 /J% ([t2:t’i’ ;I) 
0 7z2((2t)“‘) 2 det(2t)k-P-q dt dy, 
II 
(4.19) 
where c= (p’/p)2 8”-‘2y(2P-4)n2Pk-42--r4. T,‘, e integrals in (4.19) are finite 
and so is the integral 
x Ideta;12k-2P-24e-tr,‘,‘*e-““*da;dydy’. (4.20) 
Proof. Since II is polynomial, w(z) >, 0. By the assumptions k >, 2p and 
p 2 q of this paper, and Corollary 3.4, T(k i-p, 71) is well defined. By 
Theorem 3.5, T(k, 7~~) is also defined. Then it follows from (3.16) that r; 
is well defined. We apply Corollary 4.6 with LY = k + p, a’ = k, and 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.5 we write w = x -t iy = x + i( t + u*0/2). Note 
that the measure det(2y- Y*Y)-~--~ dx dy du is invariant on D under 
variable changes WI+ -w-I, UHUW-‘. By (4.14), (2.34), and (4.16), we 
have 
x ldet a; I2k--P--24,-W’Y’* da; df 
= c’ I o lee 
itrqafw-‘12 e2Retrqy*vw-'tr 71 
{( 1 ([;; J')@~2@4 
+@a,)([; ;I-‘, W*-‘>(nl ([ ?+ i733~2(2~-u*u)) 
x(n@6*)([: y]‘+J wpl)(nl ([y; iiA)@z2(al))} 
x det(2y - u*u)~-~ dx dy du 
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x ( det w ) -‘P det(2y - u*u)~-~ dx dy do, 
where C’ = ( jj’/p)2 /Y’ - %c2pk ~ q*- rq. It follows that 
x ,det a; (2k-ZP-24 e-lrY’Y’* e-lrYY* da; df & 
= c’ 1 11 c’xq De~2trye2Rrtry*utr{(nl ([b 9]‘)@Z2) 
x(,1 ([ 2” y]) m2~2Y-u*u,)(~~ ([:, 9])@Z2)} 
x (det ~(-*~det(2y-~*u)~-~e~“~~* dx dydu dy 
I 
Thus, 
x Idet a; I*k-2P-2q e-frY’Y’* e-trYY’ da; &’ dy 
=c jH(,, det(x2 + l)-P dx .J det( 1 + u*u)-‘P+q do 
ayxs 
x e-2trr e- fry*y det(2t)k-p-q dt dy. (4.21) 
The integrals on the right side of (4.21) are finite by [ 123, Lemma 4.8, and 
Theorem 3.3, respectively. Since r; is a positive operator, the integral 
(4.20) is also finite. 
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5. THE SCHR~DINGER-FOCK SPACE @'$,AND THE REPRODUCING 
KERNEL SPACE Z 
In this section we construct the Schrodinger-Fock space G;S,-. By a 
variant of the Laplace transform we obtain a space 2 of holomorphic func- 
tions on the Siegel domain D. We show that the reduced Hankel transform 
is unitary on Gijr and we describe the corresponding unitary operator 
on 2, which is equivalent to the reduced Hankel transform. We also 
characterize 2 as a reproducing kernel space. 
5.1. The Schriidinger-Fock Space E$j,(A, 9) on A. Let rc = rci x rc2 be 
an irreducible finite-dimensional polynomial representation of GL(p; Cl) x 
GL(q; C). Let V be any finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, and let 
9 = Z(V, XZ) be the space of linear transformations from Y to %Z. We 
define E$j,(A, 8) to be the space of all measurable functions f: A + 3 
such that 
f(L a17’ apr,l)=ll([; 7J’v T:>f ([; J) VI (5.1) 
for [T ,~]EA, z1 E U(q), t2~ U(r), f (a)(det al -’ is holomorphic in y and 
a2, and 
s o,,;CixC,,.l~f([“; ~]~~~de-““.ideta~l-2qda,dy<m. (5.2) 
Then E$,(A, 9) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
(f1’f2)=J‘Gl(q;c)xc’x” tr{fJ[? Y])*fl([; cl])} 
xe -We* 1 det a, 1 -2q da1 dy, 
which depends on different k. 
By the Laplace transform introduced in Theorem 4.5 we show that 
sg,(A, 9’) is unitarily equivalent to a space of holomorphic functions 
on D. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let R = n, x rc2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional poly- 
nomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C). Then for any f E 6$j,(A, U), 
F(w, u) = 71 -(1/2)(q*+rq)~n-(l/2) I, eitrola~w etro,y*u e-tryy* e-tra2af 
.(,I ([y; i~~)@~2(al))f ([T :A) Idetal”d*a (5.4) 
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is absolutely conuergePrt for all (w, v) E D and defines a holomorphicfunction 
F : D + 9. Moreover, 
x 1 det ul 1 S2q ebtryy* da, dy < CO. (5.5) 
ProojY Bythedefinition,f(a)]det ~)-~satisfies(4.15)forf~~G5,(A, 9). 
By (4.15) and the substitution w = x -k i(t + u*u/2), we obtain 
The first and second integrals on the right side of (5.6) are finite by 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.3. The third integral is just the norm 11 f 11, which is 
finite since f~ Gg,(A, 9). Thus, the integral (5.4) is absolutely convergent 
and F is well defined. 
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Applying Corollary 4.6 with 
d(a) =f(a)l det a, (k-2q (det a2 I-&, 
tl = a’ = k, we obtain that F is holomorphic on D and (5.5) is valid. 
For each positive integer k 
II r,- “2 II -l II f II d II G’” f II < II C” II II f II 7 
since r, is positive. It follows that the formula 
xe -tryy* 1 det a, I -2y da1 dy (5.7) 
defines an inner product on G,5,(A, 9) which is equivalent to (5.3). 
Theorem 5.2 provides a unitary equivalence between two Hilbert spaces 
which should be made explicit. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let K = z1 x x2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional 
polynomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C). We denote by 
63 n,k,Y = E$j,(A, 8, rk) the space of all functions in E$$,(A, 9) with 
the inner product given by (5.7). Let 2n,k,9 denote the space of all func- 
tions F on D of the form (5.4) with f E E$ja,k,9, the inner product on 2n,k,Y 
being 
<FlIf’2),,k=lDtr {F,(x+iy, u)* (xl ([ :u i7])@~2~2~-~*~)) 
det(2y-u*v)k-p-4dxdydu, (5.8) 
and let YX,k,Y be the mapping f w F given by (5.4). 
For convenience of notation, we fix II, k, and Y; we set r= rk and let 
65,= G%n,k,9p, 2 = %rr,k,9, and Y = Yz,k,z; and we delete the subscripts 
on the inner products (5.7) and (5.8). 
5.4. COROLLARY. 2 is a unitary map of Ggr onto 2. 
5.5. Remark. Recall that in Section 2.6, we defined the reduced 
Schriidinger-Fock space E$j, (A, L$‘,, I T$ ) as the completion of a set of 
functions (2.25) under the norm (2.26), where Q = To*. It is clear that 
6ij,(A, P$,, To*) is a subspace of G,S,- for the special case of 9 = TA,,, In 
Section 7 we will show that Cj,(A, L$,, T,*) = G,S,- as vector spaces 
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(even as normed spaces with equivalent norms). Thus, Section 5.1 gives a 
new, and simpler characterization of the reduced SchrGdinger-Fock space. 
Now we characterize 2 as a reproducing kernel space. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let x = IT, x x2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional 
polynomial representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C) 
(a) For each ((w, u), [) E D x 2, the equation 
(ffw..,,;) ([T 1),]) =ceCitrw’alu~ etra*gur (f(k, 7-c,)-‘@I,) f(k, n)-’ 
xldeta,l*ideta,l*n([~~ fJla:)C (5.9) 
with c = IT - (“2)(q2+rq)~n-(1’2) defines a function few, “,,( E CZsr such that for 
F=Yf 
CL F(w> VI> = (fcw.i I f >. 
(b) For each (w, u) E D, the integral 
FCW,,)(w’, u’)=Tc-(~~+~~)/?“-* 
ertr12,u~(w’- )etro,y*l~’ rtrv*‘ju: e-tr?)J* e-trozui 
(5.10) 
x(~I*([:; ~~r)@n,(o:))ldeta,12i”jdeta,12i-2Pda 
(5.11) 
converges absolutely. It is a holomorphic function in (w’, v’ ) and its range is 
the space Yz of linear transformations on X=, in terms of which the function 
F,,:.,.c = ~f~w,u,,c has the form 
4 W,V),i “(W’, v’)= F(W,“)(W’, 0’) i. (5.12) 
(c) Norm convergence in 2 implies untform pointwise convergence on 
compact subsets of D. In particular, the point evaluations E,,,,,: FH F(w, u) 
are continuous linear operators from 2 to 9, and 
EC W’, 0’) E&J = F(,,.,,,(w’, v’) i 
for all (w, u), (w’, v’ ) E D and i E A?. 
(5.13) 
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(d) The subspace 2’ spanned by the functions FCw,vj,i for 
((w, u), [) ED x 9 is dense in 2. 
(e) FC,,,, is a reproducing kernel for the space 2 in the sense that 
F(w,u)=%F~~,+i~,,“,i(~,v)(n,([ 2y’ i”‘*])@‘~(2Y’-“*“)) 
-iv’ 1 
x F(x’ + iy’, u’) det(2y’ - u’*u’)~-~-~ dx’ dy’ do’ (5.14) 
for all FE 2. 
Proof: Let ((w, u), 5) ED x 2. By (3.11) and (3.14), fcw,vj,c satisfies (5.1). 
By (5.9) and Theorem 3.3, it follows that fcw,vJ,s satisfies (5.2) and 
fcw,Vj,c(a) Wet Ck is holomorphic in y and a2. Thus, fcw,vj,iE E$,-. 
Equation (5.10) is immediate from (5.9) and (5.4). 
Set f’cw,,,,c = ~fcw,vJ,c. Then Fcw,vj,i ~2 and (b) follows from (5.9) and 
Theorem 5.2. Let K be a compact subset of D. Write w = x + i(t + u*u/2) for 
(w, u)EK. Then there exist E > 0 and rc >O such that t - sZq> 0 and 
u*u - KZ~ < 0. By (5.6) 
II f’(w, u)ll < c NW, 7~~ )I Wr(iE, 0; k + P, ~1) 
<c tr(r(k, rrl)) tr(Z(is, 0; k+p, z)) 
for all (w, u) E K and some positive constant c. Since n, is a polynomial 
representation of GL(p; C), (I n1 ([ i :])/I is bounded in the generalized isk 
{UEC’Y u*u < KZ,}. Thus norm convergence implies uniform convergence 
on compact sets. 
We now show that for each (w, u) E D the point evaluation EC,,,) maps 
2 onto 2. Suppose KEY is orthogonal to E,,,,,(2). Then, in particular, 
by (5.12) 
BY (5.11), F,,,,,( w, u) is positive for (w, u) ED and hence c = 0. This proves 
that E,,,,, is surjective and E$,+) is well defined. By (5.10) and (5.12) 
@$,,, C IF) = CL F(wv 0)) = (fcw,,,,c I f > = (Fwj,i I F) (5.15) 
from which (5.13) follows. 
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If F is an element of 2 orthogonal to F,,,,,,,i for all ((w, u),c) E D x 9, 
then 
Thus, F( w, u) = 0 for all (w, u) E D; i.e., F = 0. This implies that 2’ is dense 
in 2. 
Equation (5.14) follows immediately from (5.15). 
We now consider the special case of the preceding theory in which 
V = Vi, as in Section 2, which is our main interest in this paper. In this 
case, 9 = Ti,.. Recall that 2; ‘, defined by (2.32), is a unitary opeator on 
G5n(A9 %.,x9 T,*). The following theorem shows that 2; ’ remains 
unitary on the space Gsr and describes the corresponding unitary 
operator on 2. 
5.7. THEOREM. Set V = Vj. and let n be as in Section 5.1, then the 
mapping 92 : F H F’ defined by 
(5.16) 
is a unitary operator on 2, and the corresponding unitary operator 5 -‘@Y 
on Sgr is 2;‘. 
Proof: Let f E G,S,- be such that (det a)k f (a) is integrable with respect 
to left Haar measure on A, and let F= YjY Then the integral (2.32) is 
absolutely convergent and defines a function on A, denoted still by 2; ’ J 
By (2.21), K, satisfies the rr-covariant property 
K,(at, a’?‘) = x(~‘, t:) K,(a, a’) n(?, T’,) (5.17) 
for z,,r;~U(q) and t2,r;~U(r), where t=[: rq],r’=[g z;]. By (5.17), 
2:,'f satisfies (5.1). It is clear that ~?;‘f(a)ldet alek is holomorphic in 
y and a,. By (2.34), (5.4), and Fubini’s Theorem 
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x 1 det a’l”f(a’) ectr(fy’*+ojai*) d,a’ 1 det a IZk d,a 
=7C -(lP)(qZ+rq) g”-w) 
x(x, ([y? i~,1)Q~2(al))K~(a~,a)* ldeta12*d,aJ 
xf(a’) e- tr(y’f* + +i*) 1 det a’ 1 k d, a’ 
=7-t 
-(1/2)(ql+rq) pn-(l/2) j iqk e-itroja[*w-’ etrw-‘u;y*v 
x(n@6,)([: (j)]r-‘y wel)(nl ([t$ ii;])@n2(ai)) 
xf(a’) e- tr(ff* + a+*) 1 det a’ 1 k d, a’ 
By (5.16) 
IIP ll’=j 
D 
tr{F(-w-1, “w-l)* (7c, ([; ;])-‘Qn2(w*-l)) 
.(n, ([zu i3m2czy-u*u,) 
x(nl([; ~]‘)-l~~,,W’,)n-w-‘,~~-l,} 
x det(w*-‘w -l)k det(2y- u*u)~-~-~ dx dy du. (5.18) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.9, we make variable changes WH -w-l, 
UHuW-l and note that det(2y - u*u)-~--‘I dx dy do is an invariant measure 
on D under the changes. Then 
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x det(2y - u*u)k-P--q dx dy du 
= II Fl12. 
Since /I FI( is finite, so is the integral (5.18), and F” ~2. By (4.14), 
2; ’ f~ @$=. Hence, FH F # is an isometry on a dense subspace of 2, so 
it extends uniquely to a unitary operator %! on 2 with the property that 
Y ~ ‘4ZY = 2; ‘. By Theorem 5.6, norm convergence in 2 implies 
pointwise convergence, it follows that C& is given globally (that is, for any 
FE%) by formula (5.16). 
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF U(p,q) 
In this section, we study the infinite-dimensional representation theory of 
the group U(p, q). In particular, we construct equivalent representations 
Rk,, and T(?t@Jk), which will turn out to be multiples of representations 
in the holomorphic discrete series. We also give a representation-theoretic 
proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem for the space 2. 
6.1. The Group U(p, q). Without loss of generality, we assume that 
p2q>O and we set n=p+q and r=p-q. For gEGL(n;@) we will 
frequently write g in (q, r, q) block notation as 
4 r 4 
4 g11 g12 g13 
g=r g2, g2, g2, . [ 1 4 g31 g32 g33 
As well known (cf. [ 133 ) 
where 
-1 0 0 
J= [ 0 1 0 1 . 
0 0 1 
Set 
1 0 --i 
r=$ yi $2 ; . [ 1 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Then 
(6.4) 
and hence 5 E U(n). Set q = l-‘J<. A simple computation shows that 
0 0 -i 
q= 0 1 0 [ I (6.5) i 0 0 
and q=q*=q-‘. Let 
G=G(tj)={gEGL(n;C):gqg*=q). (6.6) 
It follows that g E G if and only if 5 g 5-l E U(p, q). In what follows, we 
utilize the group G conjugate to U(p, q) instead of U(p, q) itself. 
Consider the Siegel domain D of type II defined by (2.33). We identify 
(w, u) E D with z = [z] . Define an action of G on D by 
W 
g. u = [I [ (~JJw+~J,u+~J,)(~,Jw+~~~u+~,,)-’ 1 (g2,w+g22u+g2,)(g,,w+g,2u+g,,)-’ * (6.7) 
The stability group K of [i] under the action (6.7) is a maximal compact 
subgroup of G, and D is a realization of the Hermitian symmetric space 
G/K. Let O(D, YA,,) denote the space of all TA,,-valued holomorhic functions 
on D. Then 2 is a subspace of the vector space O(D, JZA,71). 
6.2. The Multiplier Representation of U(p, q). For gE G denote by 
8g. z/az the Jacobian at z E D; that is, 
ag.z 
- z’ = lim 
g.(z+hz’)-g.z 
a2 h40 h > (6.8) 
for z’ E CPxq, where h is a complex scalar. Thus the mapping (g, z) t-+ 
8g. Z/~Z is holomorphic on D for each go G. Define 
for (g, z) E G x D. Then p satisfies the multiplier identity 
a1 g2, z)=cL(g1, z) Pk29 gr’ .z) (6.10) 
for g J , g, E G and z E D. Applying the (q, r, q) block notation (6.1) and a 
direct computation, we have 
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x (I231 gal z+&3)-’ cg31 id-’ z’(Cg31 &?,*I z +g.331 
(6.11) 
for gEG, ZED, and zl~CPXY. 
Let 7c = rcl x rr2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional polynomial represen- 
tation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C) with signature (2.22). Define 
x (Cg31 g,,l z+&,)-’ cg,, g321 ‘Omh g321 z+gu-‘. 
> 
Note that the formula 
(6.12) 
(T(n)(g) O(z) =krk, z) m-’ .z) (6.13) 
defines a representation of G on O(D, Zi,,,). Since pL, also satisfies the 
multiplier identity (6.10), T(n) is called a multiplier representation of G. 
6.3. Generating Elements of U(p, q). Consider the following elements 
of G: so 0 
g(s) = [ 0 1 0 1 ) s E GL(q; C); 
0 0 s*-’ 
1 0 x 
t(x)= c 0 1 0 1 , x E H(q), group of q x q Hermitian matrices; 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
k(a)= [ 0 a 0 1 ) a E U(r); 
0 0 1 
1 ho* i- uo* uo 
2 
n(uo) = [ 0 1 v. 1 , UOE crx9; 
00 1 
580/10811-15 
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and 001 0= [ 1 0 1 0 . -1 0 0 
These elements generate the group G. For the above generators of G, T(n), 
given by (6.13), acts on O(D, YA,,) as follows (cf. [13]): 
(T(A)(G), F,(w VI= f’(w -x, u,, (6.14) 
(T(~)(n(~o)) F)(w 0) = x([i ‘F]‘-‘, Zq) F(w-ia$u-iT,v--u,), 
(T(n)(c) F (w, 0) = q”: y’, w-gF(-w-‘,uw-l). 
Let 
~kklyg2)=Wg2)k 
for g, E GL(p; C) and g, E GL(q; C), and 
Then T(x@~~) is aho a representation of G on O(D, YA,,). Recall that 5 
is a unitary map of the space Sg,- onto 2. 
6.4. THEOREM. The following formulas define a unitary representation of 
G on 63,: 
(6.15) 
(Rk,n(k(a))f) ([; i2]) =f ([ a::y a-:a2])~ 
tRk,nttb))f) ([T ~2])=epitrQixa’f([~ i2]), 
I> ’ 
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Moreover, 
R,,,=Y-‘T(n@6,)9I (6.16) 
Proof: By Theorem 5.7, Rk,,(b) maps Gg,- into itself and (6.16) is valid 
for the element 0. By (5.4) and direct computations, @jr is also invariant 
under operators R,,(g) for all other generating elements g and (6.16) is 
also valid for these g. Since T(x @ 6, ) is a unitary representation of G on 
2, it follows from (6.16) that Rk., is a unitary representation of G on E$jr. 
6.5. Spaces GsXn and 2,x of Vector-Valued Functions. We remark 
that @Jr is isomorphic to the direct sum of d, copies of the space G;5,, 
of functionsf: A --f Xx in which the covariance condition and inner product 
are given by (5.1) and (5.7), respectively. It follows that 2 is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of dA copies of the space 2,X = F(6gxn). In short, Qjr 
and 2 consist of YA,.-valued functions, whereas Sg,, and 2,X consist of 
Xx-valued functions. Here, YA,, consists of all linear transformations from 
?‘j, to X,,, or equivalently, YA,, = V>,@ Xz. Consequently, the representa- 
tion Rk,, is equivalent to the direct sum of dj, copies of the analogous 
representation R( ., 7~~~)) acting in the space 6Srnn, and the representation 
T(Iz@~,) is equivalent to the direct sum of dl copies of the analogous 
representation T( ., 7~~~)). The representation R( ., z(“) acts in 6sxn by 
(6.15), and the representation T( ., ?I(~)) acts in Zxz by 
(T(., 7~~~) j(g) F)(z) = m(gt z) F(g ’ .z), (6.17) 
where g- ’ .z is defined by (6.7) and m = p,+,. 
Note that the space 2(X..,,,) of alf Xn-valued holomorphic functions on 
D satisfying 
(6.18) 
is still a reproducing kernel space, since the point evaluations in this space 
are continuous linear operators (cf. [ 16, Proposition 2.31). Moreover, 
T( ., rick)), defined by (6.17), is still a unitary multiplier representation of G 
on this space. It is a routine calculation to see that the mapping 
k H m(k, [J) defines an irreducible representation of K, the stability 
subgroup of [J, and 
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is a scalar. Thus, m is a scalarizing multiplier in the sense of [4], and the 
following result is immediate from the Theorem of [4]. 
6.6. THEOREM. The representation T( ., 7~~~)) of G on 2(ZZ,,,) is 
irreducible. 
In Section 7, we will apply this theorem to prove the coincidence of 
spaces %3r and @iY,(A, %,,, To*). As another application, we note that 
Zxn is an invariant subspace of Iz(X+,) under the action T( ., rc@)). Then 
the Paley-Wiener theorem for the spaces 2,= and 2 is now an obvious 
consequence of the irreducibility in Theorem 6.4. 
6.7. COROLLARY (Paley-Wiener Theorem). ZHZ can be characterized as 
the space of all SZ-valued holomorphic functions on D satisfying (6.18), and 
2 is the space of all 2’A,,-valued holomorphic functions on D satisfying (6.18). 
We now compute the reproducing kernel for 2. 
6.8. THEOREM. The reproducing kernel for 2 is given explicitly by the 
formula 
F(,,“)(W’, v’) = Cldk) ([ i( w’* - w ) iv’* - iv 1 1 ’ - i( w’ - w* ) - v*v’ > -l, (6.20) 
where c, is the positive constant given by 
ci = n-(q2+rq)~“-‘d~‘tr(~(k, x)-i T(k+p, n)). (6.21) 
Proof Rewrite (6.17) as 
E,T( ., rick))(g) = m(g, z) &I .= (6.22) 
for (g, z) E G x D, where E is defined in Theorem 5.6(c). Since T( ., nCk)) is 
unitary, taking adjoint in (6.22) we see that 
T(. 7 nCk))(g)-‘E*=Ei,. m(g z)* s I 7 
for (g, z) E G x D; or equivalently, 
E,.E,* =m(g, z’) Eg~~.z~Eg*-~.zm(g, z)* 
for (g,z,z’)EGxDxD. That is, 
(6.23) 
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Letting 2 = z’, g- ’ .z= [A] in (6.23), and denoting Fi(‘)=F,-;,([h]), have 
(6.24) F;(z) = m(s, z, F;(i) mk, z,*. 
Since m = p,p) satisfies (6.10), 
m(g,z)=mW’, I, [ ‘I)-’ . 
Denote z= [;I = [r+i(r~“*“‘2)]. Then 
i 
z=g. [I 0 ’ for g= 
(6.25) 
1 E G. (6.26) 
By (6.12) and (6.26) 
m(g-‘,[;II)=n([‘y ivl*]‘,Q12)(detr”2)X. 
By (6.24) and (6.25) 
where y = t + iu*u and c0 is a constant defined in (6.19). 
By (6.19), the variable change fial H a, in (5.11) and the fact c0 is a 
scalar, we have 
F;(z) = c, 7TCk) ([ I’l, irJ, 21.“*v)-‘, (6.27) 
where c1 is given by (6.21). 
Equation (6.20) follows now from (6.27) and [ 15, Lemma]. 
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7. HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES AND DECOMPOSITION OF 
HARMONIC REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we will show that the square-integrability of the represen- 
tation Rk,, is implied by the square-integrability of the Bessel function K, 
(cf. Theorem 4.9). We construct the harmonic representation of U(p, q), 
give its primary decomposition, and identify the irreducible components 
with members of the holomorphic discrete series. We also give a new, and 
simpler, characterization of the reduced Schriidinger-Fock space. 
7.1. Measure Decompositions on U(p, q). Let dx be Lebesgue measure 
on the space H(q), dv, Lebesgue measure on crxg, d,s Haar Mesure on 
the group GL(q; @), and da Haar measure on the group U(r). By a direct 
computation, g(s) and k(a) commute and they generate a subgroup C of 
G; t(x) and n(u,) commute and generate a subgroup N of G. Since A4 = NC 
is a semidirect product, 
=i‘H(l)xC”.SGL(q;CJxO(r) f (t(x) n(vo) g(s) k(a)) dx duo 4s da (7.1) 
defines a right Haar measure on M, and this equality is valid for any 
nonnegative measurable function f: Moreover, d,m = dm-’ is a left Haar 
measure on M and the Haar measure dg on G decomposes as dg = 
4m -lot(x) n(v,,)) = dm dx duo. Thus the formula 
~~f(g)dg=~~~HC~,XC,X~f(m-‘ot(x)n(vO))dmdxdv, (7.2) 
is valid for all nonnegative measurable functions f: 
Set R = Rk,,. We have 
7.2. THEOREM. For any f, and fi in E4’J,- 
I I<Nm)f~If~>l*dm ‘44 
for some positive constant c. 
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Proof. By (5.7) and Theorem 6.4, 
<we) n(h) g(s) k(U))fl I f2) 
= (sgn(det S))k j e --itrorxq e~(li2)trv”u,uf”gl etryoralj 
GL(y;C)x C”q 
x 1 det a, 1 -2y e-IrYv’ da, 4. 
By (7.1), (2.19), and the Plancherel theorem for functions on H(q), 
x (det rl )-” edtryy* dr, dy ’ ( det s I- ‘4 dx dv, ds du 
xe ptryy*dy 2(detr,)~2q~dets~~24dr,dv,dsda 
= /I”( 27cy* j ,-cll2,trv,a,o~lJ~ etrya,v(y 
GL(q;C) x GL(q;C) x U(r) x C-q 
xe -tr~~*~/21deta,I-4q,detsl-29da,drdzd”~. 
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By Theorem 4.3 with the normalized measure nerq& (cf. Proof of 
Theorem 4.5) and the variable changes o,a, H u,,, ~*a, H s* 
xe -tryy’ (det aI 1 -2q da, dy 
> 
The proof is complete. 
7.3. THEOREM. For any fi and f2 in G;Sr 
for some positive constant c. 
ProojI By (7.2) and (7.3) 
I WWf,Ifi)l*dg G 
= J-wqwxq (J-M I <Wm)f2 I N4x) n(vd)f, >I’ dm > 
dx duo 
< p”24w + rq (( f2 I( * 
xe -tryy* (det a, ( - 2p-2q da, dy dx duo. 
> 
(7.5) 
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We assume temporarily that S, lies in the dense subspace of G,5,- for which 
2;’ is given by (2.32). Then 
(R(ot(x) 4%))fi) 
a1 0 CL I> Y 1 
P c--n 
8’ 
-pki-qk 
J 
e-itro;*xoi e-(l/2)tr~~aio;*~,$ etry’oi*Ug’ 
A 
XK%([~! :;I,[: e]y Ideta,deta’jk 
Xfi 
([ 
4 0 
y’- vOa; a; I> e -tr(y’p’* + uiui’)d * a’. 
Xfi 4 0 y’-&)a; 1 I)e -W’Y’* da; dy’. 
By (7.5), (7.6), the Plancherel Theorem, and Theorem 4.3 (cf. proof of 
Theorem 7.2) 
5 I(Ndf,If,)124 G 
2 22q2n - 2pk + 2q2 + 2rq r2 Ilfill” IIf2112 11~~‘2112 IlW2112 IIm~,)l12 
X J GL(g;C)xC’X~xC’“‘J 
x (det a; Ilk--2P-29 e--try’?‘* e--trY?/* da, dy dy’. (7.7) 
This proves (7.4) on a dense subspace of Gg,, but it follows readily from 
Fatou’s lemma that (7.4) holds for all fi, f2 E E$,-, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
From (7.4) and (4.20), the following result is now clear. 
7.4. COROLLARY. The representations Rk,* are square-integrable. 
7.5. The Harmonic Representation of U(p, q). Let k be any natural 
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number such that ka 2p. The harmonic representtion of G is defined on 
Gs(g x 9’) by formulas 
&k(s)) 4)(y, z) = (det slk &*Y, z), 
(&W(a)) #MY, z) = 4(y, a-‘~), 
&(t(x)M)(Y, 2) = e--itry*xy &Y, z), 
(L,(n(u,)) d)(y, z) = e~(‘~2)tr”~yy’“gfetrzy*v~ qi(y, z-u0 y), 
(7.8) 
(Lk(o) qb)(y, z) = 
0 
L qk jcqxk e--2iRetryy’* qS(y’, z) dy’. 
Let kl denote the corresponding representation on 63, (?!Y x 9; 9”), 
defined by the same formulars as L,. The following result shows that the 
reduced Schriidinger-Fock space defined in [3] can be characterized more 
naturally as G,Sr. 
7.6. THEOREM. The spaces Wjr and Gg,(A, SJ,,,, T,*) coincide. 
Proqfi By [3, (4.8) and Corollary 6.61 and the Peter-Weyl Theorem 
(see [8, Sect. 31) 
where the summation is over only the set 
signature (2.23). 
(7.9) 
consisting of those A having 
Recall from Section 2.6 that there exists a unitary map from GGA ($Y x %“; 
-%I to 65n(A, %.,rr, To*). Hence Lk, j. is unitarily equivalent to a unitary 
representation &+ which acts on the space Gg,(A, y?,,,, To*). By (2.32), 
(6.15), (7.8), and a direct computation, fikTlr acts by the same formulas 
(6.15) as Rk,n. The only difference is that Rk,, acts in the space @Jr 
whereas &, n acts in G’ff,(A, Yj,,II, T,*). 
Recall from Section 6.5, E$jI- and 2 are equivalent to the direct sums of 
di. copies of spaces Sg,, and ZMX, respectively, of XZ-valued functions. 
Consequently, representations Rk, A and T(n @ 6,) are equivalent to dj.-mul- 
tiples of representations R( ., #)) and T( ., rr@)), respectively. By the same 
process, W,(A =%.,,, T,* ) is the direct sum of di. copies of the space 
Sg, (A, XK, T,* ) of XZ-valued functions. It follows from Sections 2.6 and 
5.1 that @J,(A, Y;.,,, To*) is a subspace of the vector space G,SI-. Since 
G’ff,(A, Yj. I, T,*) is invariant under the action Rk,, (the restriction of 
which to this subspace is A,,.), so is the subspace G;5,(A, %,, To*) under 
the action R( ., 7~~~)). By Theorem 6.6, T( ., 7~~~)) is irreducible on ZJp,, and 
so is R(., @)) on G,5,,. This implies the coincidence of GgXX and 
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@‘j,(A, Zz, T,*). Then @jr and Wj,(A, LPA,,, T$) coincide and the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
Note that the equality @jr= Wj,(A, YA,,, T,* ) is a vector space 
coincidence. But even as Hilbert spaces they have equivalent inner 
products. 
7.7. THEOREM. The harmonic representation Lk can be decomposed as 
L,r 0 &,nr (7.10) 
n 
where the sum extends over all irreducible finite-dimensional polynomial 
representations x of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C). Moreover, 
RkSn z d, R( ., nCk’), d, = deg A, (7.11) 
where R( ., 7~~~‘) is an irreducible square-integrable representation of G which 
is unitarily equivalent to a representation in the holomorphic discrete series 
of G. 
Proof By Theorem 7.6, the reduced Schrodinger-Fock space 
W,(A, %,m T$) coincides with G,Sr. The identity mapping is a bounded 
invertible intertwining operator and the unitary part of the polar decom- 
position of the identity map from @j,(A, Yj,,x, T,*) to Gi’j, yields the 
unitary equivalence of iik,, with Rk n. Then, (7.10) follows from (7.9). By 
Section 6.5, the representation &, ‘is equivalent to the direct sum of d, 
copies of the representation R( ., rrCk)), which acts in the space G5,, of 
XE-valued functions. Thus (7.11) is valid. By Theorem 6.6, T( ., zCk)) is 
irreducible, so is R( ., 71’~‘). By Theorem 7.3, R,,, is square-integrable, so is 
R( ., nCk)). Thus, R( ., rcCk)) is unitarily equivalent to a representation in the 
holomorphic discrete series. The proof is complete. 
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